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Thanks for inquiring for Tinytech oil mill plant.  
 
1 x Electric motor driven TINYTECH oil mill: 
 

1. Installation is very easy. During one day only, you can install the machinery and start           
the production of oil. This is modular type plant so ready foundation frames will be 
supplied and you have to simply place the expeller and electric motor on it and 
connect it by V belt as shown in our catalogue / web site. Foundations of any 
machines in ground not required.  

2. When mill is running it is very silent. There is no noise.  
3. It becomes very compact unit as there is no intermediate counter shaft. It occupies 

less space and you can shift the machinery very easily from one place to another as 
and when required.  

4. You should have 3 phase 415 volts +10% electric power connection  
5. It is complete project and mostly you need not purchase anything locally except to 

make electric connections and caballing.  
6. Only 2 persons can run entire oil mill. 
7. We will supply detailed DVD of working oil mill plant, which will be extremely 

helpful to you to install and start oil mill easily by yourself. In this DVD we have 
shown 4 different working oil mills at 4 different places and watching the same will 
give you perfect training about TINYTECH OIL MILL installation and running 
successfully and confidently. 

8. 400 square feet area required to install the plant. Consider about 300 square feet 
more for raw material and finished product storage.  

9. Now a days empty bottles and jerry cans of different size and shape available with 
cap   in the market and as soon as you close the cap, cap will be sealed and if 
anybody will open the cap, seal will be broken. We will provide nice metal funnel 
(suitable to fill oil in bottles) with oil mill machinery free of cost. 

10. So no extra expensive packaging machinery is required.  
11. Generally if this plant is run sincerely, payback time is only 90 days and this plant if 

maintained well, you can run TINYTECH OIL MILL PLANT for about 75 years. 
Machinery sold by our company before 29 years is still working perfectly well.   

12. You can see video link at left bottom corner of home page of our website 
www.tinytechindia.com Side by Side other two video links also very interesting 
to gain further knowledge of other two machines. 
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For your information, from 100 Kg. best quality oil seeds you get following % of oil. 
 

 

Following oil seeds can be crushed without boiler: 
· Copra……………………………………...…. 60% 
· Cottonseed……………………………...... 12~13% 
· Palm kernel………………………………… 35% 
· Neem seeds (nonedible) ……………. 2~3% 
· Mustard / Rapeseed / Canola…….. 33~35% 
· Cumin seeds……………………………….. 25% 
· Safflower seeds………………………….. 30~33% 
· Kardi seeds…………………………………. 30~33% 
· Jatropha (nonedible) …………………. 25% 

 
Following oil seeds can be crushed using boiler: 
· Groundnut Kernel / Peanut ………… 42%  
· Groundnut ……………………………...... 30% 
· Sesame / Ginjili seeds ………………… 45% 
· Castor seeds (nonedible) ……………. 40% 
· Soya bean……………………………........ 12~13% 
· Flax / Lin seeds………………………...... 33% 
· Sunflower seeds……………………….... 30% 
· For Virgin Coconut Oil (VCO)……….. 60% 

 
Following oil seeds can be crushed without boiler but with electrical cooking kettle: 
· Sunflower seeds………………………..... 30% 
 

 



 SALIENT FEATURES OF OUR OIL EXPELLER 

 
1. Our oil expeller is unique in the world. We have developed this oil expeller in 

collaboration of German NGO called FAKT. 
2. Accordingly, our expeller has a facility to open and close the chamber cage without 

lifting any heavy weight. All expellers of the world require lifting almost 120 kg of 
weight while closing the cage and also while opening the cage. We have devised our 
chamber cage to open the cage on hinges without lifting any weight. This is unique 
system in our expeller.  

3. Our oil expeller has facility to change thickness of oil cake while running of expeller. 
All expellers of India have to be stopped 3 to 4 times for changing the thickness of 
oil cake from 10 mm to 3 mm. Our expeller runs continuously while changing the 
thickness of oil cake. So this is also unique facility in our expeller.  

4. Oil pump for filter press is integral part of our oil expeller. All other expellers has to 
run filter pump by belt which is separately installed. 

5. We have unique system of readymade foundation frame on which oil expeller and 
electric motor is mounted and hence no foundation to be dig in the ground. Most of 
the Indian expeller requires foundation in the ground which takes 7~10 days. 

6. All above facilities have been developed during collaboration with Germany which 
continued for 5 years for up gradation of technology. And hence our oil expeller is 
unique throughout the world. 

7. So our oil expellers & tiny oil mills are very much popular in the world & at present 
working most successfully in 87 countries. 
 

 
SALIENT FEATURES OF OUR COMPANY 

 
1. Our company has come into existence only for benevolent purpose of rural 

development, employment generation, and poverty eradication and for 

implementing principles of Swadeshi preached by Gandhiji.  
2. So far we have exported our tiny oil mills into 87 countries where all our tiny oil 

mills are running successfully, satisfactorily and profitably.  
3. World bank also appreciated our activity by publishing one article about us, 

“A LITTLE COMPANY WITH BIG IDEAS “.  
4. Our activity has been appreciated worldwide by many humanitarian scientists, 

technology workers, rural development enthusiasts and so many others. 
5. Almost 800 business people, humanitarian activists and rural development 

workers have visited us personally from 70 different countries and they have 

highly appreciated our activity. 

 
 


